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Laurel Snyder
POINT OF CHANGE
From this bridge, I can see Lebanon cedars.
Although really I'm crying, so they could be lampposts.
Same thing. I have an overactive imagination.
I have a home with a small dog, and a glass of wine
with a candle reflected in it. A lit candle in red wine
on a set table. I am on the bridge, but all of these things
are in their places, waiting for me to come home to them.
They will all seem to jump up when I come in.
I am on the bridge, alone for the first time
since locking myself in the closet at age six.
It feels good. If my small dog were here,
he would ask me questions. And I would tie ballast
lovingly to his thin legs, more than enough to
carry him over, then under and down.
I've never known quiet people. Patterns are set
around me. But inside, things are changing,
the same way the cedars are becoming clear.
They are lampposts, I know now, and it's not the same.
They don't grow or answer the wind. But they throw light
faintly through the river's mist.
The candle will burn down, but the wine
will still be sweet. All of my moments so far
seem to have happened around me.
Now I will swallow them like seeds,
the way that water swallows anything heavy
when it falls.
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Danielle Hanson
HOMESICK
I was just calling to tell you my
socks don't match today, the coffee
maker is brewing melancholy, and it's
cold here in Buffalo Jump, Kansas, home
of the world's largest ball of twine.
Send money. I was just calling to tell
you the Turks conquered Europe with
tulips. I'm sending you some next week.
I was just calling to tell you longing
looked in my window last night while I
slept. This morning I cleaned his face
print from the glass. I was just calling
to tell you when all my being took
flight today like a thousand white moths
I thought of you.
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Karri Harrison
TWO LEMONS AND A BOX
She hears someone bite down on an unpopped kernel in the row in
front of her. Biting her own tongue, she resists a sneeze jumpstarted by
the theater seats, folded down and full of foam and dust.
He sits alone on the roof, having kicked the ladder away. He has
forgotten the dozens of people in the theater below him. A cigarette he
will never take a drag from hangs on, freshly lit and hopeful between his
fingers. The last one lies defeated and barely touched on the sidewalk
below, still biting away at its own filter in front of the emergency exit.
Like the cigarette the gun holds on, still unloaded. On the horizon the sun
lies curled up like a dog, deep red and luminous. He stares past it,
partially because it is warm and partially because it isn't warm enough.
Two weeks ago she had been swept around with the grit and crystal of Fifth
Avenue, the shoppers and tourists threatening to knock her off
the steps. Then she waited for the wind to take over. Now she waits for
the taste of blood to fill her mouth and wonders if this is how her kisses
feel.
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MY CUP IS HALF EMPTY
Sparrows never tremble, though it is true
that every sky is swallowed up by a thick chocolate dark.
And always each sky flies back — almost springs back —
its elastic fibers straining and almost
tearing like muscle — leaving it sore.
I imagine my mother having the best sex of her life
in the driver's seat of a red Ford Festiva —
I am seeing continuation everywhere tonight:
in the dull pressure of my body's
baggage in the trunk, in the empty passenger's seat,
in the windows not quite frosted enough
to contain or conceal us...
Still in life we stand behind one mother or another.
Light only drips from her cheek.
Swallowed up by the night
of her soft, deep shadows, wanting to be her —
we hover, separate and vacillant, and decide.
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EL ROJO DE LA LUNA
(THE RED OF THE MOON)
The moon, three fingers above the steam
of leaves hissing in Santa Ana wind
is red as Mexico,
red as the peppers you bought
in Oaxaca. They exploded
in my mouth and I gasped.
The boy smirked, gap-toothed, and disappeared
into the shouting market. All I remember
of him is that he overcharged us
and dust caked the sores on his skin.
We laughed until our eyes watered.
On the mountain the moon rose halfhuge
and I kissed you, cradling your head in my palm;
we loved with short breath,
on the blanket woven in coarse wool,
on the steep grass, clouded in twilight,
until sweat dried on your burn-red shoulders.
The Oaxaca moon slices down here,
cutting between the business citadels
to ripple on the slumbering street;
a blood eye multiplied in glass and girder
as I wander home. I know you remember.
I can feel you watching it rise
wherever you are,
watching the translucent wedge
drown in the absence of stars.
The trees remember Mexico in brown and yellow
and red,
my palm tingles to hold the nape of your neck,
and I want to place a pepper
gently on your tongue.
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Steve Sheline
MR. POTATO GOES TO HAITI
Holding Mr. Potato Head in the baseball mitt,
Craziness grabs for his Norelco.
Hearing the grind of the razor,
he could recall the smell
of mom's old Poulan chainsaw
as she sawed up Besy for the long winters grub.
Oh how these memories remind me of us.
Oh how these special trips back in
time hypnotizes me into Abe Lincoln and
those special moments you, I, and Abe, shared in Haiti,
dancing and singing to Saturday Night Fever.
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Ashley Brooks
SUBURBAN LIFE
She knew her car wouldn't
make twenty miles. There was no way
she could eat armadillos. Lunch
was something she scraped out
of a burned tin can, and fire, well,
that was easy to find.
Where was a place with no sky,
no sand, dirt or highways? She doesn't
know whether to cut through
the mountains, stay on the road, or invite
the vultures to help her decide. There
isn't much time, but time wouldn't
help anyway. Nothing
happens when you switch the channels.
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THE HUNTER
Alan had no desire to take a gun into the woods and shoot a helpless animal, but
his wife thought it was a great idea.
"Go ahead!" Dorothy hissed in his ear as he stood flipping burgers in the backyard. "Dave is family. You never do anything with him."
In the three months since Alan had moved his practice to Cooperstown, he had
come to the conclusion that the majority of the inhabitants were beyond medical help.
The men spent their weekends in the woods drinking beer and shooting at anything
that moved. Children drove themselves to the strip mall at forty miles an hour on four
wheelers, while their mothers watched soap operas and college football on the family
satellite dish.
"I do things with him, all right," Alan muttered. He leaned away as the grill
sizzled and flamed. "He comes limping in my office every other day with one thing or
another. I spent a half hour last week cleaning the wax out of his ears, for God's sake!"
"What?" Dorothy said, looking around absently. She put a cigarette quickly to
her lips, then blew smoke from the corner of her mouth.
Alan had been helpless to stop her from smoking again. "It's not my fault," she
had snapped. "Everybody here smokes. Elise was right across from me, and she had
my brand."
Sometime in the past, Alan thought, that kind of irrational logic had gotten into
the bloodstream of the town, infecting the entire population. The people of
Cooperstown had all the usual physical ailments—things like influenza, heart disease,
sore throats, the occasional broken bone—and he treated them as he had been trained to
do. But there was more to being a small town doctor, even when your wife had grown
up in that same town. He was young, he was not from around here, and he sensed they
did not trust him when he wrote a prescription any more than he trusted them when
they said that yes, they had been sticking to their low salt diet. Alan found himself
hesitating outside the doors of his two treatment rooms, ushering his patients in and
out with painfully awkward small talk.
Now he fanned the smoke from his eyes and glanced over his shoulder.
Dorothy's brother Dave was still gossiping with Bob—what the hell was his last
name?—a next door neighbor twice removed. Dave was a short fellow in his late thirties, divorced and now a bit chubby, whose glasses gave him a look of intelligence that
his manner soon dispelled. He held a can of beer in each hand, and kicked at the grass
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absently with the toe of one tennis shoe. He'd already cleared a three inch tract of
freshly tilled dirt.
"Hey, Dave!" Alan yelled. "Watch the grass, huh?" Dave waved enthusiastically and continued to kick at the lawn.
Typical Dave, Alan thought. Back in Cincinnati, as he sat pondering the move,
Alan had imagined that Dave would be the first in a new circle of friends to be made,
someone to go jogging with or meet for lunch once in a while. Only too late had he
found out that Dave was an idiot.
"You don't give my family a chance," Dorothy said. She was back from the
kitchen, thrusting a plate of red hamburger patties at him.
"That's not true," Alan said. "I just don't care for hunting. I don't even like loud
noises."
"You've never made an effort." She was looking at the hamburgers as if she
expected them to explode. "To get to know my family, I mean. Here, give me that.
You're going to turn these things into carbon."
She took his spatula and started shuffling hamburger patties. "Hunters like
Dave are no different from you," she said, "except they've got the guts to kill their own
meat. What's the matter, you scared of a little blood?"
"I'm a doctor," Alan said coldly. "Blood is my business."
The worst part was that he knew Dorothy only wanted him to be happy. Although she had planted—whether innocently or not Alan would never know—the
suggestion that Cooperstown needed a new doctor following the retirement of its only
physician, it had been Alan's decision to move his practice. Dorothy had been excited
and happy when they arrived, and he hadn't immediately realized how desperately she
wanted him to feel the same way. If her attempts to make him feel like less of an outsider had backfired, Alan knew he was at least partly to blame. Lately, Dorothy's high
spirits had clearly turned to frustration where he was concerned. More and more often
she was spending her evenings out of the house with her family and old friends, and
telling him less about it the next morning.
"It's not like you've got anything else to do," Dorothy said. She tapped ashes
from her cigarette and gazed at him, unblinking.
"I am not going hunting with Dave," Alan said, taking back the spatula. "Case
closed."
* * *

The deer camp was cold and dark, and Alan shivered inside his down vest.
Dave, dressed in thin jeans and a green army jacket, was shivering too, and Alan took
some pleasure in this. They were standing stiff-legged around a tiny campfire with
their hands stuffed into their pockets.
"You're telling me you never been hunting, not once?" Dave said, kneeling to
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put more wood on the fire. "Grew up in the city, I guess."
"Ohio," Alan said. He suddenly had the urge to reveal—no, to boast—of his
inexperience. "Actually," he said, "I've never even fired a real gun. Just twenty-twos at
summer camp, that sort of thing."
"You're kidding me, man," Dave said. He squatted to rub his hands in front of
the flames. Then he straightened and frowned at the fire. "Where the hell is Mason?"
he said. "Can't believe you've been in Cooperstown this long without meeting him."
"I see a lot of people at the office," Alan said.
"Naw, you'd remember Mason if you'd seen him."
Alan looked around. In the dim light of the sickly fire, the small clearing was
surrounded by an ominous blackness. An old kitchen table sat abandoned at the edge
of the woods. Opposite the table a pole was lashed ten feet up between two trees, with
a piece of old ski rope draped over it. For hanging deer, Dave had said, but Alan kept
expecting to turn and see a human body swinging there.
Dave had come by to pick Alan up just before dark in his massive 4WD Ford
pickup. Dave's truck was equipped with just about every known accessory in the mail
order universe, including gigantic tires, a massive bumper and winch, and enough
lights on the roll bar to outfit a small stadium.
"Aircraft landing lights," Dave had explained when Alan asked about them.
"You ought to see 'em. I'd turn 'em on for you, but they run down the battery in nothing flat."
They had driven for an hour or more down the county two lanes, past a series of
dilapidated barns and several hundred Baptist churches, then bounced along on a
muddy jeep track for a mile or two to reach the deer camp. Camp, Alan thought, was
too grand a word. The site was nothing more than a wide spot in the road marked by a
series of fire rings, old beer cans, and a few pieces of abandoned furniture. An old
brown truck was parked carelessly off to one side.
"That's Mason's truck," Dave had explained. "Don't see him, though. Guess
he's out scouting for tomorrow."
They unloaded their own vehicle in silence. Dave had stuffed a small mountain
of gear into army duffle bags and a huge wooden footlocker. Alan, not having anything
else, had packed an old suitcase and two plastic shopping bags.
"Is it my imagination," Alan asked, "or does something stink around here?"
"Oh, that's just the chicken houses," Dave explained. "Chuck Cravens has got a
bunch of 'em not far from here. When the wind is right, the stench is bad enough to
curdle the milk inside a cow."
A long silence followed. Alan had been afraid this would happen. Less than an
hour into the trip, having discussed the truck, the lights, and the smell of chickens, it
seemed that they had exhausted every possible topic of conversation.
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"Shame Dot couldn't come out with us," Dave said finally.
"I'm not sure this is Dorothy's cup of tea," Alan said. He couldn't picture his
wife out in the woods. Back in Cincinnati she could barely be coaxed outside at all if
the temperature fell below fifty degrees.
"Killed her first deer when she was just twelve," Dave said. "Course, you know
that."
Alan hadn't known or even imagined such a thing. He did remember Dorothy
telling him that she had been somewhat of a tomboy, always trying to keep up with her
older brother. And in Cooperstown, Alan knew, no boy could become a man until he'd
shot his first deer. It was a rite of passage that struck him as mildly distasteful, and yet
a part of him was sorry he had missed out on the opportunity.
"Damn wood's too wet to burn," Dave said, kicking at the fire. "You want a
beer?"
"You've got too many big logs on it," Alan said, deciding to take the beer. "Try
some small stuff to get it going." If there's one thing I know, Alan thought, it's how to
build a fire. He had spent months learning the art of coaxing flames inside the fireplace
of his Cincinnati condo.
"Gonna have to get the Coleman fuel," Dave said. Suddenly he whirled around
so violently that he dropped his beer and went fumbling after it on the ground. Somebody laughed, and Alan turned as well.
"Mason!" Dave said. "You about put Alan into the fire, sneaking up like that!"
He turned to Alan and said, "He's one quarter Indian, you know, always sneaking up
on you."
"Half," the man called Mason said, spitting tobacco juice.
"Just look at those eyes," Dave said. "You can see the Indian in those eyes."
Mason was at least six feet tall, but Alan was sure he didn't weigh more than 130.
A thick mustache curled down almost into his mouth, hiding his upper lip. His long
arms hung ridiculously from the sides of a dirty gray down vest that was three sizes too
big for him. All the same, there was something about Mason's low voice and the way
he carried himself that suggested this wasn't a man you wanted for an enemy.
"Mason," Dave said, "Alan here's just telling me he's never been hunting in his
life."
"Huh," Mason said. The muscles in his face moved as he chewed. "Even so, bet
he can figure what's wrong with this fire."
"Too many big logs," Alan said. "Not enough little stuff."
"Ha!" Mason cried, and Dave said, "You heard him say that before, you coon
dog!" but Mason was already gathering up the smaller sticks and placing them carefully around the fire. In a few moments, while they stood sipping beer and watching,
the flames grew to a healthy size.
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"Hell of a night," Dave said.
"Damn right," Mason answered. He stood for a long moment, then spoke again,
almost in a whisper. "Can't you feel them eyes out there amongst the trees, circling,
watching? Coons. Turkey. Maybe a couple deer among 'em." He grinned, threw back
his head, and gave off a long wolf howl. Then he stared at Alan.
Alan looked back, wondering what he had done wrong.
"You ain't gonna yell?" Mason said finally. He spat into the fire, took a long
swallow of beer, and looked at Alan again.
"Go ahead and yell!" Dave urged. At that moment Alan was pulled between a
sudden desire to yell and an equally powerful compulsion not to. He started to yell,
then tried to stop himself, so that the result was a weird sort of
gurgle that caught in his throat and went nowhere.
"Just whereabouts you come from, Alan?" Mason said, tilting his head to look at
him.
"Ohio," Alan said.
"Ohio," Mason repeated.
There was a long silence. The fire was getting warmer and Alan unzipped his
vest.
"Dave tells me you're somewhat of a legend around Cooperstown," he said to
Mason.
"A legend!" Dave cried. "Let me tell you! Who else goes around town with
chewing tobacco in one side of his mouth and live fishing worms sticking out the other?
Almost gave old lady Johnston a heart attack!"
"Learned that in the Army," Mason said. "Little tobacco juice on a worm'll drive
the fish crazy." He reached behind him and put some of the damp logs on the fire, then
got a fresh beer. Dave had moved the cooler to put it within easy reach.
"See you brought your trunk of toys, Dave," Mason said, winking at Alan. "Why
you drag that stuff around, I'll never know." That was apparently all the invitation
Dave needed. A moment later, Dave was playing a flashlight over the contents of the
trunk.
"See this?" Dave said, holding out a small, yellowish spray bottle. "Read what it
says there."
"Red Fox Urine," Alan read aloud. "What in the world is that for?"
"I for one don't know," Mason said, "and I don't intend to find out."
"Look here," Dave said. "I got trip wires, decoys, infra red, you name it! Even
got a radio tracking collar. Can't lose your log with this thing!"
"By the way," Mason said. "Don't ask him about his hound."
"You've got a dog?" Alan asked.
Dave looked at the ground. "Not just now," he said. "Had a good one, but she
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run off. That was before I got the collar and all."
"Damn shame," Mason said. "He loved that dog, you know. Used to sleep with
it. Hell, old Dave used to curl up with that hound so much he caught the mange from
'er!"
"Wasn't my idea," Dave said. "She kept jumping up on the bed!"
"The mange?" Alan was puzzled. "I never—"
"Doc couldn't do a thing for it, neither!" Mason interrupted. "Had to carry Dave
to the vet to get him treated!"
Mason roared with laughter, and Alan, overcome by the image of his brother-inlaw being examined by a veterinarian, couldn't help joining in. He looked over and
saw that Dave was laughing, too. Evidently the mange story was a familiar one, the
kind of personal history that gets repeated until it becomes a trademark of sorts, more a
source of pride than embarrassment. Alan found himself wishing that he had some
shared bit of history for Dave or Mason to retell. Without it, he would always be a
stranger to these men.
The fresh wood on the fire was drying and now crackled as it burned; the three
of them stood back from the flames. The deer camp was yellow and bright. Alan
tossed an empty beer can into the fire and took another from the cooler.
"Hell of a night," Dave said again.
A light wind rustled through the woods, scattering leaves around them. Alan
looked up and saw stars through the bare branches of the trees. It had been years since
he had taken time to notice the stars. How strange and wonderful, he thought, to be
alive and under the open sky.
"You can shoot, can't you?" Mason asked suddenly.
"He's never shot a real gun in his life!" Dave said proudly.
"Well, tomorrow's no time to learn," Mason said. He moved to the trucks and in
another moment he was holding out a shotgun. Alan felt his hands closing around the
cold steel of the barrel.
"Twenty gauge," Mason said. "Think you can handle it?"
"Sure he can!" Dave said.
As a boy, Alan remembered, he had dreamed of holding such a weapon, of
making his way confidently through the half acre of woods between his back yard and
the Food Queen shopping center with the comforting protection of a gun in his hands.
He had begged his parents for a BB gun for Christmas, cutting out that page of the Sears
catalog and sticking it on the refrigerator with the exact make and model he wanted
neatly circled. A BB gun would be a useful thing to have, he argued, in case of burglars
or whatnot, and he'd be real careful. His parents hadn't listened. They had given him a
unicycle instead.
Dave was busy gathering beer cans, which he set carefully on the rickety table
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next to the deer pole. He placed a Coleman lantern so that the table was lit almost like
an outdoor stage, and the three of them walked back so they had a little room to shoot.
Alan stood stiffly as Dave gave him instructions.
"Here's the safety. Hold steady like this—no, like this!—and sight down there.
Okay." Dave's words were coming to Alan as if from a great distance. All he could feel
was the weight of the rifle and the trigger against his finger. He concentrated on the
beer can, and squeezed a bit harder.
The stock kicked back into his shoulder, he heard the sharp report, and in the
distance the can jumped backwards into space. It seemed to Alan that he had been
waiting all his life to make such a perfect shot. His parents, he thought,
had been fools.
"Okay!" Dave said. "You're a natural, man!"
Alan thought he might shoot the rifle again, but Mason held up his hand and
said it was time to get some sleep.
"Don't want to wake up them chickens, do we?" he said, wrinkling his nose.
Without another word the three of walked to separate corners of the camp to
relieve themselves, then settled onto the army surplus cots that Dave had brought
along. Alan's borrowed sleeping bag was warm and he felt surprisingly
comfortable.
Suddenly, Dave was standing over him, nudging him gently at the shoulders.
"Rise and shine," he said.
It was still dark. Alan groaned and pulled his arm out to press a button on his
watch. The hands had jumped forward several hours to 5:00 a.m. Evidently the beer
had affected him more than he had realized.
He arose with only minor pains in his back and was handed a cup of steaming
coffee.
"Breakfast?" he asked, imagining a big plate of eggs and bacon.
"Right," Dave said. "Good and hot, too."
Alan looked around, then realized Dave was talking about the coffee.
"Come on and get dressed," Dave called from the truck, where he was fooling
with the contents of the footlocker. "Mase is already out tracking."
Dave was covered head to toe in camouflage fatigues, like an Army Ranger on
maneuvers. Or a boy playing games in the woods, Alan thought as he laced up his
boots, then felt almost ashamed for thinking it. He was part of this game, too. Already
Alan was wide awake, a strange sense of excitement stirring inside of him. In one hand
he held the comfortable weight of the twenty gauge; in the other, a cheap flashlight that
he banged against his leg at regular intervals to produce light. His pockets were stuffed
full of shells.
"Put this on," Dave said, handing him a bright vest of international orange, then
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getting one from the footlocker for himself. "You see any animals wearing orange,"
Dave said, "don't shoot at 'em. They just might start shooting back."
They caught up with Mason after a brisk twenty minute hike, the sun now just
barely visible over the top of a low rise in the woods. Alan turned off his flashlight.
"Lot of folks sit up in a tree on a game path and wait for a deer to walk under
'em," Mason said in a low voice.
"Not much sport in that. Me, I prefer to track 'em on the ground."
"He can do it, too!" Dave said. "Mase'll find us a deer, count on that!"
Alan had at first trailed respectfully in the rear so that the others could have the
first shot, but Mason had other ideas. "Best you go first," he said, glancing over his
shoulder. "And watch where you point that thing, if you don't mind."
They moved along silently, keeping their faces turned into the morning breeze,
until Dave tapped Alan on the shoulder.
"Fresh sign," Mason whispered.
"Deer?" Alan asked. He looked around but didn't see anything but trees.
"Turkey!" Dave said. "See the scratching in the ground?"
"Hold up," Mason said to Alan, "cause this is important. You take a shot, make
sure it's straight on. Don't go shooting off to the sides where Dave and I gonna be,
okay?"
"Right," Alan said, and they split up.
Dave went off to the left, Mason went right, and Alan continued up the small rise
in front of him. As he stepped slowly and deliberately through the leaves, the underbrush grew progressively thicker. This, he thought, was the experience he had craved
so long ago, to be the invincible hunter, moving silently through the woods with expert
and deadly purpose.
Was this how it had felt for Dorothy, he wondered, a twelve year old tomboy out
for her first deer? This was the only way to do it, down on the ground; they were stalking, like true predators. The crunch of leaves that accompanied each footstep, no matter
how carefully he set down his feet, seemed incredibly loud. He stopped and listened.
The morning was so quiet he could hear the blood moving through his veins.
He was still concentrating on his footsteps, eyes to the ground, when the bird
spooked from behind a fallen tree in front of him. My God, he thought. He fumbled
with the safety, then finally got his gun up. For an instant the bird was framed in his
sights, moving directly away from him between the trees. Before he even knew what
was happening, his finger had squeezed the trigger. The shot echoed through the hills,
and then Alan heard only absolute silence.
For a second he could not move. There was a crashing off to his left as Dave
bounded up, slapped him on the back, and trotted forward for a closer look. Alan still
couldn't move. He suddenly realized that Mason was standing next to him.
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"Think you got him," Mason said, but his voice had a funny sound to it.
"Did I?" Alan said. "Yeah, I think I did." He was sure that he had killed the bird
with one shot. But the power he had felt walking through the woods with the gun had
evaporated like the echoes of the shot. There was excitement and challenge in the hunt,
he realized, but there would be no real joy in the killing, only a kind of awe. He looked
at Mason and Mason looked back with his Indian eyes, and for an instant it seemed to
Alan that they shared a sort of kinship. Mason felt it too, Alan was sure: the simultaneous triumph and regret of the hunter when he has taken something that no power on
earth can replace.
Then Dave stepped from behind the bushes with the bird hanging upside down
with wings outstretched like it was making a final dive back to mother earth.
"Congratulations, man," he said. "You just shot the hell out of one of Chuck
Craven's chickens."
* * *

"I have returned," Alan announced as he pushed the kitchen door open.
"Oh," Dorothy said, jumping up from the table where she had been working a
crossword puzzle. "Have a good time? Everything go okay?" She was pressing close
against him, touching the stubble on his chin. Her hair smelled like flowers and she
had put on fresh lipstick.
"Damn okay," he said, unbuttoning his vest and pulling warm air into his lungs.
Walking back to the deer camp with Mason and Dave, Alan had at first felt a little
ashamed, not so much because he'd shot a chicken, but because he hadn't known what
he was shooting at. When the critical instant had come, his mind had gone completely
blank, and that wasn't exactly the image he wanted to have of himself.
"Hell, you did real good," Mason had said. "A moving target's a moving target,
chicken or no."
"Wish you could've seen the expression on your face," Dave said. "Funniest
thing I've seen in months!"
The whole thing was kind of funny, Alan finally decided as he rode home with
Dave. He would probably never hear the last of it, but was that so bad? He'd gone
hunting for the first time, gotten along fine with the boys, and scored on every shot,
never wasting a shell. In a way, Alan felt he had been vindicated.
Only now, back in his own kitchen, he wasn't sure that Dorothy would see it the
same way.
"Well? What happened?" she insisted. She had pulled away a bit, but her lips
were parted and she seemed to be holding her breath in anticipation. Instinctively,
Alan stalled for time.
"Nothing happened. Three guys went out hunting, and that's it. Nobody killed,
nobody maimed."
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"And nothing to show for it?"
"Not really."
"I knew it," she said, walking over to the table to stand with her back to him.
When she turned around, she had lit a cigarette. "You couldn't bring yourself to kill
anything, could you?"
"You're wrong," Alan said, feeling his jaws clamping together. He was a doctor,
a clinician, trained to look at the body as a machine. In medical school he had performed experiments on mice, cut into human cadavers, once had even held a living,
beating heart in his hands. Did she really think he was that harmless?
"So you're telling me you shot a deer?" Dorothy said.
"Didn't have to. I showed him my gun and he
surrendered."
Alan went into the bathroom and closed the door. He stood in the shower,
clouds of steam rising around him, letting the water run down his back. The hunting
trip had awakened in him memories and ideas long forgotten. There in the woods, he
had opened a dusty closet in his mind and discovered artifacts of his childhood—a Boy
Scout compass, his favorite pocketknife, even the BB gun he'd always wanted—exactly
as he had left them. Seeing these things, he had wanted to put out his hands and touch
them. Now when he closed his eyes and looked again he saw only the chicken, frozen
like a photograph in its moment of mad flight: the beady eyes, the hang-nail beak, the
stubby wings reaching ridiculously for the sky.
When he got out of the shower he found Dorothy sitting in the kitchen with a
cup of coffee. She was spinning the pack of cigarettes idly on the table with one finger.
"What do you want for dinner?" she asked.
"Chicken," Alan heard himself say. It was time, he thought, to stop taking himself so damn seriously. Later, he might do some thinking about his future in
Cooperstown. He'd tell Dorothy about the chicken, maybe even let her know he'd
changed his opinion about Dave. Right now, he wanted to think about something more
important.
"By the way," he said, coming up from behind to kiss Dorothy on the neck. "I've
decided it's time you quit smoking."
"Oh?" she said. "And who are you to tell me?"
"Your husband," he said. "The man who loves you so much, he was willing to
kill for you."
"Then maybe you'll go hunting with Dave again?"
"Don't change the subject," he said, and took the cigarettes away from her.
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Bradley Paul
POEM ON YOUR LEAVING TENNESSEE
When I cut the praying Howitzers
from their stalks,
I found them finished.
A shrike moved low across the field.
Decocted from some shallow things
a star was crying
"Ha ha, pinned cherub, goodbye, goodbye!"
as it moved away.

Here in Tennessee, what is left to do?
Between the hoodlum statues
and the star sewn into your cuff,
I leave you what I have of the shallows of my voice
and stumble into an angel, scaled with lanterns.
"I'm sorry, I'm sorry," I was saying again,
and started to move away,
and was devoured by the small bird weeping on my thumb.
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ELEGY FOR MY BROTHER IN WHICH I HANG A BOTTLE
FROM AN ELM AS PER POLISH CUSTOM
So I hung the bottle
from the branches of an elm.
So the hemlock craned,
and the pigeons stopped their wrestling,
and looked down. The moon felt mustard
in its eyes and nose. With my oilcan wings,
my cobbler's glue, I'll know you next time
by the brow of your soul...
—the hoodwinked always sing.
I couldn't scare a cat in a rose.
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Sarah Wagner

PLATE AND BALL

Stoneware, thrown and altered

11" x 12" x 4"
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SHOOT THE MOON (detail)
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Mixed Media

14.5" x 36.5" x 48"
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Julia Beach
BLIND
Midnight's mirror's reflection
is like the bird
that sleeps in my tree
which really isn't mine at all.
It's community property
and community cut-down.
At night I close the blinds
not because I'm afraid
of who is outside
but because of the person inside
looking back at me
in flawless reflection.
She imitates everything I do
as if she had the right.
My mind rushes as I stare
at who I think is me
who isn't inside
and isn't outside
but is in the narrow space
called middle.
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Teresa Rogerson
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Magdalyn Hammond
COASTAL PLANES
On beaches, nothing stops sand
from gluing to the salt of my legs,
holding me based as a statue starting
to walk off its pedestal into the deep
part of the sea where limestone dissolves
to charged ions that won't settle down.
On Pawley's Islands there is a ghost who
died this way, broken up in a hurricane.
He grays doorsteps of people who will die,
storm-surge sucked into the undertow.
I've been wading around him and sand,
searching out creeks, rivers, oceans to
interrupt the pull of my feet.
It's the game I played at ten,
close-eyed, crab sliding to the end of a dock,
splintering every board with the rough side
of my big toe, guiding toward the stench of
alligator sweat and saw-grass,
my body pulsing, mud-cracked, humid,
water-rushed as driftwood.
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Ryan Beavers
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Gina Wilkins
POEM IN WHICH I TRY TO FORGE AN IDENTITY FROM BAD SEEDS, AN ELVIS
IMPERSONATOR, WHITE TRASH, UNCLE FORREST, COKE BOTTLES, PEACH
JELLY AND OTHER SUCH TRIVIA
The first man to hit on my sister Janis
after she had her nose pierced was an Elvis
impersonator, August 18,1992, Death Week,
the snack bar at the Memphis International Airport.
I was thinking, do they all wear black
jeans, boots and Tee shirts
the color of Grecian Hair Formula?
This wasn't quite the face I used to kiss
on album covers when I was six.
This wasn't the face I dreamt poems to in 1977.
Some guy said the other day
that my poems are filled with mundane trivia.
I began to feel like Janis
who was considered the bad seed until
I remembered how all the white trash
in my hometown, Colt, Arkansas, population 357,
would like that. I should know, I too collected
roadside bottles to take up to Safeway to get the deposit.
Meanwhile, Karri just rolled her eyes at him and wrote
me a note: "Just give up writing."
Janis and I were returning from my grandfather's
funeral in Arkansas and she was taking me
to the airport to fly back to Chattanooga
instead of driving. I just had surgery two days before
and everyone was afraid I might die.
If I had known Death was impersonating Elvis that day
I would have steered clear of the snack bar.
We had gone in to get rid of a fifty dollar bill
my second cousin Ben had given us. We thought it might be
traceable since he had been in jail for embezzlement.
At the funeral I remembered how when my grandfather
left the stove on and burnt the house down
I felt the humiliation he felt
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when everyone thought of him as a helpless old man.
He died 15 years to the day after Elvis did.
Stop exit 89 on Interstate 24 is
the best source for tacky Elvis souvenirs.
My grandmother told us before we left
that my grandfather always went
to the store for Janis' peach jelly
whenever we visited. She ate as much
junk food as she could but I was the perfect kid
who ate the right mundane things. I used to sit
around the kitchen and listen to my grandfather's
stories which I couldn't understand but liked
for the way it made him feel. It was like
turning in earrings, scarves, bottles, photos,
to redeem for something bigger. Charlie Rich was
the closest thing to a bad boy we knew. Except
for Uncle Cleo who won an Elvis look-alike contest
in 1963. When Charlie got drunk, my Uncle Forrest,
the sherrif for St. Francis county, population 18,000,
kept him out of jail and his record clean. Which is
why Charlie ended up at my grandfather's funeral.
I loved his "The Most Beautiful Girl in the World."
Lately I've been reading Little Star by Mark Halliday
with a picture of Elvis at a Milk Fund Benefit Concert,
July 4,1956, Russwood Stadium, Memphis, Tennessee
24 years before I lived there. To everyone's surprise
I made it home safely from Memphis that day.
Since then cancer has become a big thing in my family.
But the big things come into your life
only through the little things that give you identity.
That's when things like Love become real.
We spent a lot of the fifty dollars in the Snack Bar.
We spent a little more at the souvenir shop.
The preacher at grandfather's funeral said he could
explain the Bible as plainly as if he had spoken
to Paul himself. I knew when Janis turned down
the Elvis impersonator he'd hit on me. So everything was
back to normal. The world wasn't ending.
And we had ten dollars left, which was enough.
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GINA WILKINS : PRIZE POEM
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AVON QUEENS SUPREME
If you think the woman in the grocery line
ahead of you has a nice ass, chances are
it's fake. If she hasn't had it tucked
or shaped by a surgeon, she at least has on
enough Lycra to keep it perky. Like Dolly
Parton said in Steel Magnolias, "There's no
such things as natural beauty." Even the most
primitive of women know this to be true. Avon's
fastest growing market is among the third world
tribes of the Amazon. There's a photo in People
magazine of an Avon rep climbing daintily out
of a canoe in her Chanel suit. She knows at least
one of the bare breasted women will give up a day's
catch of fish or a gold tooth for some Luscious
Berry Lipstick. It has always been that way since
Avon's beginnings. The farm women of the 40's
knew that Life came through the mail from Sears,
but Beauty came from Avon. My friend Marcella
is an exotic dancer on the side. When she puts
on her Dazzle Eyes eyeshadow for work, Nora says
she looks like a drag queen, "but a pretty one."
She knows, we all know that's a face men will
pay big for. Maybe that's what my aunt Becky
was thinking in 1968 when she ordered from Avon
without having the money to pay. My grandmother
worked double shifts on Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day to pay it off. But every woman has skipped
a few suppers to have a bottle of Odyssey perfume hidden away among her
slips and bras. I myself
was never good at blush. On nights before
proms my friend Mary would come over and help
me with my makeup. If you ask her, Nora will
prattle forever about the boy in the dozens of photos
that decorate her living room wall. When she keeps
Marcella's baby, she sits still for hours while he
sleeps against her chest for fear of waking him.
In a Brazilian mining town a whore stands admiring
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herself in a mirror in an Avon red teddy. "I don't
need this to get men," she says, "but I like it."
Once when Tony was supposed to come to see Mary
in the hospital, we brought her makeup and curling
iron and fixed her up since she was too weak
to do it herself. When Nora, Marcella and the other
women at the hotel had their Avon delivered they
opened and 000hed and made each other up like the kids
we were in 1980, happily chopping each other's hair
into the Lady Di style. We all knew from childhood
these precious boxes weren't Maybelline stuff
you could buy at the Safeway. I guess aunt Becky learned
that Christmas in 1968 she didn't need Avon to make
the motel room in Hardy, Arkansas they lived in
any more beautiful. My sister and I once dumped
an entire box of Chanel No. 5 dusting Powder all
over us. Nora's only child after seven
pregnancies died when he was fourteen. But
even after eight years of grief something keeps
her worn face smiling when she gently kisses
Marcella's sleeping baby. This is probably
the same thing that kept my mother from spanking
us for ruining her one special possession, only
laughing as she ran the bath. And probably why
after Tony never showed Mary asked us to help her
again a year later when Mark was coming by. We all
know that Love makes Life magnificent, but when
Love is gone, beauty makes it bearable. But I'm
not sure if we'll ever accept that the beauty that
comes through suffering glows more than that which
comes through Love. In 1980 there was nothing to do
but accept the dreaded pixie haircuts and hope
someday they would grow out to princess-length hair.
Even later at seventeen I knew the mortician had made
a horrible mistake with the baby doll pink circles
on Mary's cheeks. Now there's nothing to do but
what our mothers taught us: keep a comb, powder
and lipstick in your purse, always check your mirror,
and if necessary, pinch your cheeks for a rosy
glow and smile before getting off the plane.
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John Jones

THE HEART DULCIMER
The heart that bangs softly into its nest
of fingers anticipates when its soul stops
reasoning with a partner and falls from
the body into a muted pool of fat shadows.
It sinks between rocks and blades of grass
until it can find a voice for asking. The air
opens without pause, filling empty space, and
the heart's eyes meet every face of the rain,
not for its heavy cords wanting sound or
an attraction, but because the rain lingers
over its soft conversation with the heart
long enough to reveal the tensed and rounded
delicacy of wet lines, blindly feeling time
with smooth tongues. Bodies build their own
pictures from hard colors, and so the heart
makes no apology for having stolen a different
paper of words to paint a new skin for
itself. It can light half its countries for any
one to hear. When clouds are through hiding
dawn in their pockets, the heart must return
into the flocks of loud bodies that spray
across the fossilized pulse of tightening
streets. But tonight, the heart will begin
slipping quietly beneath the skin, like
a gondola familiar with the language
of water, curving the face of pale rivers
with ripples trailing closely, each
an offering, small and perfect.
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E. Daryl Abbott
GREGS
Greg passed me the joint because it was burning his fingers.
It was his first time and he dropped it clumsily. I leaned
over to pick it up. Greg must have leaned over too because
he hit the brakes but not fast enough to stop before we
slammed into the car ahead of us. I went ahead and took a
deep drag off the joint before throwing it out the window.
I knew the police would be coming soon. Greg. If there was
only one bird in the entire sky and it had to shit, it would
hit Greg in the shoulder. "Is it raining?" he would ask,
and everyone would laugh. I remember back in school,
it became a colloquialism for the kids, "Oh, you're such a
Greg" they'd say or "Don't Greg out!" There's a feeling of
being a Greg, a certain responsibility that must be accepted
with that fact. I wondered why there were Gregs. I guess
the guy we hit must be a Greg too.
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Terry Olsen
WAKING DREAM
Ken's one rule of living:
In order to cheat life out of its uncertainty
it is necessary to eat shit and to become
the shit, before it welcomes you to
a premature death of many affairs
with anyone of a forgettable face.
Every Sunday morning,
Ken places coral roses on the bed
for his Joan. And every Sunday evening
before pretending to sleep,
Ken tosses the roses, mumbling
"Eventually, a man's got to do
what a man's got to do
and I sure as Hell hope
to find out what my 'what' is..."
And so, Ken spends his Monday morning hours
in a Motel Six room with Tandy,
a woman found in your favorite aunt
who's always taken for a ride,
never remembering where she wanted to go.
"Embrace the world, shower with Tandy"
soon takes over his days.
With each explosion from the shower head,
a man who once found solace
in his sleeping wife and
her dying flowers,
now wakes up to himself.
But,
even washing with unshrinkable bars of motel soap
and even rubbing another woman's juices
into his hands and even smiling
about a not-too-distant affair can't prevent
Ken from lying down with an unforgettable memory.
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Victoria Raschke
BIKING ALONG THE COAST TO VRSAR
Right before the top of the hill
when I can feel my lungs about to burst,
waiting for my chest to crack open
for just a little more air,
I look down through my legs
at the crux of the frame, the chain
turning the gears in their WD-40, the pedals,
smooth circles my knees pulling up
pushing down, slow. They can feel the change
in the pitch of the road. The pressure easing.
I keep my head down
a few seconds more, watch the muscle in my thigh
pumping, amazed at what this body can do.
The road levels and I look up, sweaty and panting
I can see the ocean
blue-green meeting the sky
golden from morning sun. Thin clouds
inches above the horizon to help me believe
that it is sky there, not the continuation of water.
Here is a good place for a picture.
The camera from my pack, I straddle the cross bar
manage to catch the sun edging into a cloud, the wind pulling
the budding trees to the right, the bone-colored stone house
that I can barely make out from the karst showing through the
red earth.
Everything back in place.
Gloves on.
I've got what looks like 3 kilometers downhill.
Tucked in, nose to the handlebars, chain zinging.
There's a song on my Walkman briefly
reminding me of home, but I want to be here
despite the pull at my heart. Me and this
Yugoslavian mountain bike are moving, the wind
so loud, I can barely hear the song. But
I know all the words, singing at the top
of my lungs, taking in the speed, the countryside, and
the sun on my face looking up at the next hill.
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Maggie Simon
REVISION
A cut-tin scream
walked me to the patio.
A baby, a dog, a woman,
the sound of anything alive,
dying. A bird, generic,
half-killed,
rushed by my cat,
playing out a lopsided,
lonely box-step
from brick to brick.
This has happened
to everyone. This
something, small and sad.
Something we can't
manipulate.
The strength of a dying star
can bend space.
We test space
on smaller scales.
Someone always counts on tomorrow to hold
today's revision.
Billy Sasslow wails
alone in his one room.
Waves of screaming
stumble on each others'
heels and into the ear
of one man
at work in a library of
workers.
He packs it up
in his books
and takes the night off.
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Leah Gore

MY MOTHER'S HOUSE
What she says leaks
from the bottom of her coffee cup
as slow and smooth as the autumn
colors that blend together and rise
to make the mountains surrounding her
home. There's a path to her house that coils
up the crisp smelling air and surfaces
the coals in her eyes, but the thickness
of her sweaters leaves me
searching for that small and gravelled road.
I've never quite known when I started
becoming my mother, staring at the still movements
of the trees, and examining odd insects through glass
jars. Seeing out of her eyes opens the flowerbox
colors of the morning and warms
the mug in my hands. She's not making the oatmeal
bearable anymore, though it's always morning
in her house and I have to remind myself,
a visit is just a visit.
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Paul Guest
WINDSWEPT HIPS
The salt-crusted rocks hold me up, but you do not,
gelled, swimming in the bitchy, green-cold waters below
and I watch you, intent on my eyes not missing,
that action of making me love you more is latent
while you kick your legs strongly through
the waves pushing their fingers of salt, sand
between the dam of your pink-missing lips.
I wait for the crush to come, a fist between the cages
of my ribs, where they come together over my lungs:
hey mother fucker your tests have come back negative.
So go out and live, you say, your skin needs some sun.
Fisted in the knot of now-darkened blonded wet hair,
your hands wring water back to the waves that buffet me here.
As you wave, wave and grimace, I want to say all this is yours,
after a breaker rolls heavily in on the greased ball bearings
of the storm driven tide. The grey day stuffs a rag
in my mouth to gag me again, to think on reading the paper.
As you free your legs from the ride and race of the mid-Atlantic,
I ask myself not to lose anything that you say today,
or might, your throat will be clogged with sand and wind,
and you, occupied with your imitative cries of sea gulls
come up rising from the chalk dust that lines the limits
of where the water can still survive, and you say to me
how exhilarated you are, every nerve rattling in its sheath.
Water trails down the center of your forehead like wax,
and your teeth start to mangle what you're saying, repeating,
because you've said it before, in dark, your palm pressed flat
against my chest, the rhythm of your words the rock
of your windswept hips
as you straddled me, mascara blanketed and blind,
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no words in the purse of our lips, in the mute darkness.
Your hands move lightening for the stiff towel, dripping it
over your back, pulling it taut and soon I am unsure
of where we are going, my hands stuck on the steering wheel
and the road as it pebbles out roughly in front of us.
My blood is saturated with thoughts of taking you home.
My brain when I think of the salt you are made of,
the salt on your hand that I kiss, grasping the doorknob home,
the thrust of tweny years sliding like the tide
back into my skull on greased bearings, and I wait,
wait for the hum of my lungs to quiet, as I rasp harshly,
nervous as I run the edge of my nail across my stomach,
as my gut roils like the sea you swam in today.
I sit at the edge of the mattress feeling particularly soiled:
you undress in quiet preparation, the mechanics of this odd.
My eyes are amniotic tonight, darting in the scattered light,
and you come to bed still cold, still with wind in your ears,
and this nakedness, this awfulness: the heat,
the vulnerability, the quartz tears in your eyes as you arch over,
this is losing love for ownership with my hands on your hips rising
up to the vest of your ribs, and the grace of your breasts.
This is loving the word was, dodging your questions.
I choose you. I choose you. I choose you.
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Jennifer Ryan
EVERYTHING YOU READ IS TRUE
Once you get God by the beard, he'll tell you
your soul is a bag of gas that breaks
when you die and that the meaning of life
is that there is no meaning. People are moving
around like big peanuts, destined to bump
into each other, turn and bump into someone
else moving at the speed of life.
He'll tell you your bag of gas will pluck itself
out of existence four years from now,
eating the grossest thing you ever ate.
Everything you read is true
your neighbors own a UFO and come
from a planet where Barbie and Ken ended their lives
with a barbituate in each nostril
and some kind of semi-automatic weapon
in their plastic pants.
You won't have any last words when you die
a small cough will have caused your heart to punch
the veins in your neck one last time.
We are nestled under some fingernail
and Baja California gets looser after each
manicure, and sometimes when dogs bark
in the distance it's really me, crouching
by a chicken coop herding sheep away
from cliffs, goosing a rooster
for his morning scream.
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LIKE A GOOD PHENOMENOLOGIST
Trying to find the best way to turn over off my back.
Something in me just went wrong, and it hurts to bend.
Like a good phenomenologist I put it all in brackets.
Like Gregor Samsa I awoke to the facts,
my leg screwed and pinned.
Trying to find the best way to turn over off my back
Jump the curb, grit teeth, and my eyes, thank God, go black
until the sirens' view of the sky turns adrenaline.
Like a good phenomenologist I put it in brackets.
With a little help from injections
and visits from the pastor, I come through
trying to find a way to get off my back.
I chalk it up to good english and no lack
of luck or instead you'd be reading the next of kin.
Like a good phenomenologist I want you off my back.
After the fall in sixth grade I heard the crack
of my right arm and until now, what I thought was the coldest
wind, trying to turn myself over off my back.
Like a good phenomenologist I put it all in brackets.
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BANO METAFISICO
Philosophy is an easy lay...
- Georges Bataille
There's nothing wrong with being clean and poor
and dreamy in this claw-footed beast, porcelain
wearing away in patches to rough iron ridges underneath.
We're taking off into a night stretched
taut by darkness, easily torn open by a dawn
which scatters mist riding the ground,
depending on the physics of today.
We move slowly onto the painted porch,
like dew, luminous and silent in the dark.
My steed sniffs curiously before leaving.
It's talons rip across the lawn. One smooth leap
into the street and we shimmer and disappear.
We rise with the sun, which everything reflects, a blanket
of white light spreading the darkness into its scattered
corners. I am sitting in a deep impression, neither porcelain
nor iron. Broad wings, rippling with the strength
the Earth reserves for fighting against the Sun,
reflect the light. I am thinking we will begin
with the basics but obviously my scaly friend
wants otherwise. This bathtub is such a primal thing.
It is empathetic to my needs.
I look down on the past, rivers and streams,
fields and breaks winding between ridges
and mountains that no longer exist.
I think how I like the smell of change,
a penny covered with hundreds of fingerprints,
a sediment of oily whirls and arches smudged
into one unrecognizable whole and how I like the smell
of a new book that makes me want to handle it carefully.
It's almost impossible not to crease the spine
at least once before reaching the middle.
I'm breaking in this tub much like I would
a book. I'm overindulging. But this deluge
creeps through the pipes at the most unexpected
times. I cannot bisect this water.
I lose only what escapes over the sides.
If I question its authority, it answers
with an unassailable flow. Somehow it
affects me. It is breaking me in
with color and water and sound.
We are approaching Icarus' bane,
the sun. Or was it over-ambition?
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES
Eric Winesett was formerly the drummer for the Roving Dovers (more a humorous fact than a joke). Gina
Wilkins is soon to be published in the Nebraska Review's "Cheers & Jeers" section. Of his work, Steve West
says "I am influenced by, uh, Renoir, and those other Italian painters." Senior Sarah Wagner makes such cute
pinchpots etc! Chad Thomason is suspected of being on the UT Bd. of Regents; he currently resides in
Whitewater, AK. Long Beach Crip James Staub is an 0.G., yo, and will publish his memoirs as soon as the
statute of limitations passes. Sophomore Laurel Snyder only made it into the SR because she clubbed the
competition's muse on the knee just a few weeks before poem tryouts. To really hear freshman Maggie
Simon's poetic voice, put a microphone in the stall next to you. You can catch Potatohead Steve Sheline's
forthcoming documentary, "Suds and Blood of the Beast: The Making of Milwaukee's Best" on the Lifetime
Channel. Senior Jennifer Ryan recently left her job as cattle rancher because she just couldn't keep her calves
together. Teresa Rogerson claims she writes her poems in 10 minutes, which is easily her record for a
procreative act. Mrs. John Bobbitt, nee Victoria Rashcke, is a Senior majoring in English and Landscape
Architecture. Besides writing poems marked by disturbingly transcendental vision and verbal lucidity,
Bradley "um, you gonna eat dat?" Paul is currently the whipping boy for everyone at UTC. High school
freshman Terry Olsen is better known as "Spermboy" because he has less than a one in a million chance of
becoming human. Rodger Ling, and his wife Sing, recently became the first fiction writers to breed in
captivity. Of her editing skills, Michelle Lewis says "I look for what is real, and what matters — but if it don't
work, piss on 'em." Bay Kelley is currently working on a series of paintings based on Vasko Popa's Melrose
Place poems. Matt Jordan abandoned his celebrated photography career to play minor league baseball, and
has had a river named after him. John Jones is so far unsuccessful in his ongoing courtship of actress Sean
Young. Carrot-top J. Hunter knows the Spanish for his titles only because he sells Encyclopedia Brittanica
on TV. Ice- wary Ted Howard is currently working on his manuscript Ohh, My Ass, and despite reports to
the contrary, recently acheived that coveted state known as "Houts-Drunk." Despite her pretenses to
sophistication, Maria Hasegawa is actually rather declass& and a little guilty, oui oui, of artifice. Aeroboholic Karri Harrison recently capitalized on her Buns of SteelTM when she used them to turn coal into
diamond. Senior Danielle Hanson is commonly credited with inventing the hydrogen piñata. While the rest
of her homeys were getting smoked, little piggy Magdalyn Hammond ran wee wee wee all the way home.
When he heard about that CIA guy being a spy, Paul "I don't want no " Guest was very sobered, so he went
and grabbed another beer. With her corncob pipe and her button nose, Leah Gore is the cutest of the VP's
kids. One of the top tourist attractions of Julia Beach is its proximity to the placid Ashley Brooks, which a
few clicks downstream run through the heart of the scenic Melissa Burchfield. "For great art," advertises
Jon Brumit, "tap foot." Ryan Beavers is published monthly by Bob Guccione. Whatever 95 North claims,
we all know that it was E. Daryl "Big D." Abbott, at some podunk Taco Bell, who coined the phrase "Whoot,
there it is!"
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